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In Brief

Welfare reform debate at Center City forum

By MILLY REID

People from all walks of life crammed into Center City gutters Thursday to hear a panel discuss the impact of welfare reforms on women, children and families.

"It is part of the struggle for social control," said university provost Alma GPA Quigley, "and will affect the state in a patrician system. We don't talk about it.

The panel members were introduced by Pitt's president, a glint in his eye.

Although she is currently a former social worker with a degree in social work, University, she is also a former welfare recipient.

Quigley's speech concluded with a "quote of the day": "Anything you do for me is not going to be taken away."

Criminal Mischief

March 17 - From the Law School, a student, 18, was charged with criminal mischief.

Quote of the Day

"We ought to give the black women the same respect we give our genitalia."

— Quigley's speech concluded with a "quote of the day": "Anything you do for me is not going to be taken away."

Budget

"We're going to spend more on child care, education, the elderly and the disabled," Governor Robert P. Casey Jr. said in his 1998 budget address Wednesday. "We're going to spend more on the disabled, we're going to spend more on the elderly, we're going to spend more on the education system."

"And the one thing we are not going to spend more money on is welfare," Casey added, "and that's a point of diminishing returns.

Quote of the Day

"The one thing we are not going to spend more money on is welfare," Casey added, "and that's a point of diminishing returns."

Corrections and Clarifications

If you have a comment or question about the practice of the newspaper, please call Jeremy Kahn at (215) 898-6585.

Crime Reports

Robberies

March 18 - Philadelphia Police arrested a male after he slashed a female victim's face at 35th and Spruce streets at about 1:30 a.m.

March 18 - Philadelphia Police arrested a female and a man after they stole a University employee's checking account numbers and cashed them at 60th and Spruce streets at about 7:30 a.m.

Burglary

March 18 - More than $1,900 in office equipment and a camera were stolen from a campus residence hall in the Thomas in the Penns Jan 95, a student, 17, was charged with burglary.

Crime Reports

March 18 - From the Law School, a student, 18, was charged with criminal mischief.

Quote of the Day

"We ought to give the black women the same respect we give our genitalia."

— Quigley’s speech concluded with a “quote of the day”: “Anything you do for me is not going to be taken away.”
Speaking out against homosexuality

BY JAYNE PEARCE

Bible hunting has taken on a new meaning at the University of Tulsa, where gays have been hounded and beaten with bikes by students involved in a gay-bashing group.

And although there have been no reports of violence against gays at the University, some homosexuals on campus feel threatened by what they perceive as intolerance.

Last Thursday, at the weekly meeting of the Homosexuality and Religious Groups, some gay students expressed their anger over what they saw as religiously motivated attacks.

"I don't know of anyone who has been physically threatened," said one gay student. "But there have been incidents where people have felt threatened."
Attention Graduate and Professional Students:

Congress is currently considering legislation that would eliminate the Patricia Roberts Harris and Javits fellowships as well as the in-school interest exemption on federal student loans. The in-school interest exemption currently prevents interest from accumulating on student loans while one is a student. If this exemption is eliminated, a typical student in a Masters program would owe an additional $33,028 in loan costs (a 48% increase). Graduate student government at Penn opposes this legislation since it would create a significant disincentive against graduate and professional education.

We urge concerned members of the Penn community to write to Senator Arlen Specter (the chair of the Senate subcommittee on education appropriations) or Senator Rick Santorum (one of the principal supporters of this legislation) and voice their opposition. To facilitate this, GAPSA and GSAC are providing pre-addressed, pre-stamped envelopes as well as a form letter explaining why these cuts would be detrimental to graduate education and, in the long run, the American economy.

If you are a recipient of federal student loans (or plan to rely on such loans to help pay for graduate or professional school):

Please take a moment to sign a copy of the letter. Since hand-written notes are the most effective lobbying tool, please add a post-script explaining how cuts in this program would affect your plans for graduate or professional school.

If you are a Patricia Roberts Harris or Javits fellow:

Please take the time to write a note explaining how these programs have contributed to your graduate education and to voice your opposition to any legislation reducing or eliminating them.

Envelopes and Letters are available at:

- Philosophy Department
  3440 Market St., Suite 606
- History Department
  TA Lounge
  College Hall
- The Writing Center
  (414 Bennett Hall)
For hours, UA debates buying copier

On Wednesday, the Undergraduate Assembly passed a line-item addition to the budget, allowing the Student Activities Committee to allocate $15,000 in escrow for the purchase of a copier. However, some members questioned the wisdom of allocating such a large sum for the purchase of office supplies.

Several members of the assembly expressed concern over the cost of the copier, with some estimating the price tag to be as high as $90,000. The copier was intended to be used by the Student Activities Committee for printing and copying purposes.

At the meeting, UA President Judith Rodin noted that the copier would be placed on theUA constitution. He also noted that the copier would be made available to all branch governments.

The debate was interspersed with the presentation of a proposal by Eric Tienou, a College junior, to amend the UA constitution to include a new, autonomous standing committee of the undergraduate student government. The proposal, which was introduced by the Nadel-Schorr plan, is intended to give the student activities council more autonomy.

Nadel and Schorr said they were pleased with the endorsements of the Performing Arts Council.

Proposals to amend the current UA Constitution:

- The Social Planning and Events Committee (SPEC) shall exist as an autonomous standing committee of the undergraduate student government (such as SAC, SCUE, and the NEC).
- SPEC shall serve as the programming board, the sole independent organization for formulating, implementing, and funding campus-wide social events.
- SPEC shall operate according to its own constitution.

The undergraduate student government shall guarantee SPEC a yearly allocation as it does the peer committees.

More information in the NECUUA office, room 112 Houston Hall or on the NEC home page.

Rodin to meet state officials

President for Government and Public Affairs Peter Rodin will be in Harrisburg today to meet with legislative leaders and Governor Tom Ridge's budget director to discuss the University's state appropriation for the fiscal year 1996.

Penn Watch hits the streets

Penn Watch hit the streets again yesterday afternoon with a Jean Springfield outside the Norden building.

If you think this is a very feasible, safe way to stop the copier, said the Wharton junior.

Both plans call the new governing body the "Undergraduate Senate." The current Senate, however, is not intended to be on the lookout for a "rat the size of a Saucer cat."
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**THE ROLLING THE DICE**

**To the Editors**

I would like to protest Marc Tollefsen's and Shara Klein's columns, which you published on March 13 and 15. In these articles, you argue that the presidential candidates should not pursue campaign activities and should be held responsible for the personal lives of their supporters.

The candidates have the right to pursue their activities in the public eye. If they choose to engage in activities that involve issues of importance to voters, they should be held responsible for the consequences of those actions.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
For local musicians, student's apartment doubles as studio

When Splendorbin recorded the tape for the seven-inch single recently re-issued in Elliott's studio, he found it "kind of tricky" to make mix the music on.

But no, he didn't run up and down the stairs really fast; he first recorded the instruments separately, then mixed by "overdubbing" the music. Each of the eight tracks is recorded on a separate reel, then mixed by "overdubbing" each of the other instruments and then simulating the mixing equipment with the soundboard.

As his fingers dance to give them first-hand experi-

"The purpose [of the mixer) was to educate students about the business climate in Hong Kong and Taiwan," said Rottgen.

They also visited a Phillips electronics head offices and attended presentations by corporate execu-

"I know there are a lot of bands at Wharton and Engineering senior

"And all I make is 15 and a half a song. I've got my job on Wall Street yet," he added, "I don't really miss college now."
Gore holds 2 1/2 hours of talks with Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, who is leading an Arab campaign demanding that Israel allow international inspection of its weapons and end the four-month old Israeli Mideast offensive.

"We support convergence between the treaty and we be- lieve that is the way to proceed," Gore said at an outdoor news conference with Mubarak at a villa near Cairo. "We do not believe that the treaty extension is likely to be linked to whether other parties sign the treaty or not, and we are looking for the next immediate time frame for achieving our broader supported non-proliferation goals in the Middle East," he said. "Cairo is the first stop on a five-nation trip that also will take the president to Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Syria before concluding in Paris with the next NATO summit.

More than 100 vehicles crash on Alabama bridge

THOMPSON, Ala. (AP) — More than 100 vehicles crashed on a bridge over the Tennessee River today, causing hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage to the vehicles and to the bridge itself.

Around 4 p.m., the bridge collapsed, causing a widespread and easy to obtain.

A_main_glass frame and a glass of beer among other items could be seen sticking out of the garbage bags.

TOKYO -- Police seized five packs of sarin gas on a train in a Tokyo subway station on Tuesday.

According to the Police Station, the train was carrying a total of 20,000 people when it was stopped by the police.

The police said they were investigating the incident as a possible terrorist attack.

They seized five packs of sarin gas, which are considered to be dangerous chemicals, and immediately took them to the police station.

They also took samples of the gas for analysis.

The train was carrying a total of 20,000 people when it was stopped by the police.

Tied to the severed right buttock was a newspaper ad for a local restaurant. His hamburger was intact, but his right ear and part of his face were torn off. His neck and abdomen were bloodied.

"It's really hard to keep a straight face when you talk to police," said Big Boy's girlfriend, Tami Williams. "I'm just glad he's alive."

The authorities blamed sarin, a widely used military nerve agent, for the attack.

The attack has raised concerns about the possibility of a future terrorist attack in the city.

The authorities have not ruled out the possibility of a future terrorist attack in the city.

More than 100 vehicles crash on Alabama bridge

THOMPSON, Ala. (AP) — A bridge carrying 1,000 vehicles collapsed today, causing widespread damage to the bridge and the vehicles on it.

The bridge, which carries U.S. 278 over the Tennessee River, was carrying a large number of vehicles when it collapsed.

At least 30 people were reported killed and dozens wounded when the bridge collapsed.

The collapse occurred as the bridge was carrying a large number of vehicles, including buses and trucks.

The bridge was carrying a large number of vehicles when it collapsed.

The collapse occurred as the bridge was carrying a large number of vehicles, including buses and trucks.

The collapse occurred as the bridge was carrying a large number of vehicles, including buses and trucks.
"Our transitions game has been, pick our passing and our positioning," Higgins said. "To win together, we stand to be a strong force this year." Seth W. Lax hosts Loyola one — Penn faces 10 of the 15 currently ranked teams. passing and catching."

"we need to be more aggressive and concentrate on ba-

memories of last year's 16-2 loss to Loyola.

Having played together, everyone is eager to surprise other teams." Frutkin said. "Having played together, we have a lot of experience and enthusi-

throughout the rest of the season," Mitchell said.

In the best season this year, 7-9 record. But stats don't usually tell the whole story —

and it's .296. That doesn't translate to a 4-7 record. But stats don't usually tell the whole story —

record. But stats don't usually tell the whole story —

between 5 p.m. and 2 a.m.

If the answer to any of these

- Applications due Py Tuesday, March 28, 5 PM

382-1300 • campus Apartments Classifieds • 4043 Walnut St.

30% OFF*:

3/20 THRU 3/25

EVERY frame, in stock or specially ordered, EVERY prescription lens, including ultra-thin high-index, anti-reflective, polycarbonate, and custom-ground invisible bifocals, EVERY pair of sunglasses we carry, EVERYTHING for glasses (are we repeating, ourselves yet?) is ON SALE!

If you're wondering why we're doing this, we're celebrating our fourth anniversary thank you very much. And don't count on us putting

Penn Relays been run?

GOT A NEWS TIP?

CALL 898-6585

FREE SHUTTLE!

GLASSES

(INCLUDING ultra-thin high-index, anti-reflective, polycarbonate, and custom-ground invisible bifocals, EVERY pair of sunglasses we carry, EVERYTHING for glasses (are we repeating, ourselves yet?) is ON SALE!

Here's a Novel Idea:

Wanna know how many steals Matt

Waxman. DP Senior Photographer

Yo Dpostm —

Meeting Tonight

The Pink Palace

7:30 BYOB

- Wanna Write DP Sports?
- Wanna Be a Swami?
- Wanna know what DPOSTM stands for?
- Wanna know how many multiples Matt

Maloney averages on NBA Jam?

If the answer to any of these questions was yes:

Call Nick or Jed at 898-9866

Between 5 p.m. and 2 a.m.

ARENA REMINDER

SIX A SESSION for waitlist applicants, March 27

ARENA WAITLIST APPLICANTS - Applications due by Tuesday, March 28, 5 PM

The first assignments will be posted on March 31 at 10 AM

PROFESSES - Students not able to attend the Arena who authorized proxies to select their rooms, must sign

Come to the Assignments Office

3901 Locust Walk

Upper Lobby

If you missed the Arena, you are still eligible for on-campus housing!

YOU ARE STILL ELIGIBLE FOR ON-CAMPUS HOUSING!

W. Hoops finished third in Ivies, best season for Quakers in years

BY VENHAN BENSON

They embraced her after she scored her 1,000th career point, but now they will have to let

the day Bowers reached that milestone was

the most successful runs in Penn women's basketball team defeated Princeton for the sec-

a defining moment in Penn's rollercoaster 1994-

Second to last game of the season, she left a legacy of com-

The day Bowers reached that milestone was

Penn opened its Ivy season against the top

two teams, Dartmouth and Harvard. Although it was discouraged by the losses, it came back to sweep seven games after from Ivy into Princeton, Brown, and

With the future hopefuls of the team left in the Alpha Building — which was packed when the dedicated and talented seniors have set an ex-

382-1300 • campus Apartments Classifieds • 4043 Walnut St.

Efficiencies

40th & Wallo - TOTALLY RENOVATED!! SUPER LOCATION!!!

laundry, absolutely beautiful. From $395.

42nd & Pine - Ethnic, 2-3 bedroom, 2-3 bath, Laundry, From $540.

42nd & Spruce - One bedroom, 1 bath, Laundry, From $325.

43rd & 47th - One bedroom, 1 bath, Laundry, From $410.

40th & Walnut. beautiful view of campus, Renovated Building.

FREE SHUTTLE!
Rent this space. Call DP Classifieds at 898-1111 most just ONE BLOCK from Penn's campus!

FOR RENT

WANTED

LOST & FOUND

PAY STATIONS

FREE DOOR SHUTTLE

If You Need a Free Door Shuttle, Call 215-898-6581

PAY STATIONS

FREE DOOR SHUTTLE

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM

20TH & HOLLAND

STUDIO & 1 BR'S FROM...

38-42 SPRUCE

1 BEDROOM

4135 DREAUF

RENTAL OFFICE

PARKING FOR RENT

8500 DREAUF ST.

FOR RENT

27TH & CHESTNUT

1 BEDROOM

4433 CHESTNUT

RENTAL OFFICE

PARKING FOR RENT

8500 DREAUF ST.

FOR RENT

27TH & CHESTNUT

1 BEDROOM

4433 CHESTNUT

RENTAL OFFICE

PARKING FOR RENT

8500 DREAUF ST.

FOR RENT

27TH & CHESTNUT

1 BEDROOM

4433 CHESTNUT

RENTAL OFFICE

PARKING FOR RENT

8500 DREAUF ST.
Lindros gets hot trick as streaking Flyers win again

Carey comes through again for Caps; Spurs win sans Rodman; Season over for Bonnies

Flyers extended their winning streak in the Eastern Conference with 35 of the third period. Going into the third period, Philadelphia's high-powered front line of Lindros, Mikael Renberg and Joe Blashill was struggling. But the Flyers started the third period. Going into the third period, Philadelphia's high-powered front line of Lindros, Mikael Renberg and Joe Blashill was struggling. But the Flyers started the third period with a bang, scoring the only goal of the period. The Flyers were able to hold on for the 3-1 win, improving their record to 35-13-4 on the season.

Capitals, 5; Whalers, 2

The Washington Capitals defeated the Carolina Hurricanes 5-2 on Saturday night in an Eastern Conference game. The Caps won their third consecutive game and improved their record to 31-19-5. The win was especially significant for forward Peter Bondra, who returned from a two-game suspension and recorded three points (one goal, two assists).

Although the Whalers outshot the Capitals, the Capitals were able to make the most of their scoring opportunities. Washington's star player was center Rod Brind'Amour, who scored his second goal in as many games and added an assist to lead the Caps to victory.

The Flyers, 5; Ducks, 2

Philadelphia defeated Anaheim 5-2 on Friday night in an Eastern Conference game. The Flyers improved to 34-13-6 with the win. Philadelphia's star player was left wing Jeremy Roenick, who scored a career-high four goals in the game. Roenick's performance was particularly impressive considering that he was playing against one of the top defenses in the NHL.

The Flyers started the game strong, scoring twice in the first period to take a 2-0 lead. Roenick scored his first goal of the game at 2:14 of the first period, and he added his second goal at 1:59 of the second period. Philadelphia continued its strong performance in the second period, scoring three more goals to increase their lead to 5-1. The Flyers were able to hold off a late surge by the Ducks and secure the victory.

Philadelphia's other top performer was center John LeClair, who recorded a goal and an assist in the game. Left wing Brendan Shanahan also contributed to the Flyers' offense with two goals.

The Ducks were unable to respond effectively to Philadelphia's scoring efforts. Anaheim's best performer was right wing Marian Hossa, who scored a goal in the first period, but his efforts were not enough to prevent the Flyers from earning the win.

The Flyers will face another strong opponent in their next game, as they host the New York Islanders on Saturday night. The Islanders are currently in second place in the Metropolitan Division, so Philadelphia will need to be on top of its game to emerge victorious.

The Flyers' victory was a welcome boost to their confidence after a recent string of losses. With a record of 34-13-6, Philadelphia is now among the top teams in the Eastern Conference. The Flyers will look to extend their winning streak when they take on the Islanders on Saturday.
W. Lax hopes to run past Greyhounds

BY SCOTT MULHAUSER

The Penn women's lacrosse team looks toward tonight's game against Loyola as an odometer, one with which they can gauge their distance traveled thus far on the winding, classless road that comprises this women's season season.

Loyola is one of the top teams we play," senior attacker Lori Frank said. "But we would love to get a loss against them. We've never won a game against them, and we're ready to start this season with a victory.

The Quakers (1-1) aim to run past a perennially ranked Greyhounds squad that is capable of winning a national championship, according to Penn coach Anne Lewis.

"They are a top-ranked team that is both talented and explosive," Lewis said. "They should be a tough game because they could potentially win the national championship."

Penn got to preview the Greyhounds when the two teams scrimmaged in Florida earlier this year, and the Quakers hope to use the information they gathered from their chances in tonight's 7 p.m. rematch at Franklin Field.

"Playing them in Florida gives us an idea of their weapons, most obviously their speed," senior defender Wendy Higgins said. "We know what we need to concentrate on: our fast break.

The Quakers return six seniors, all starters, to a squad that featured the national championship. Each player has a role to play. "I think they [each senior] are motivated to play. I think our young players are motivated to play. I think we have an amazing team, with both good and not so good senior players," Lewis said.

The Quakers have two midweek games — they host Temple on Tuesday at 7 p.m. and William and Mary on Friday at 3 p.m. — before Ivy League play begins April 27-29.

"It will be definitely different than a usual midweek game," senior goalkeeper Thomas Baker said. "It's certainly a little bit different than a usual midweek game."

Penn got to preview the Greyhounds when the two teams scrimmaged in Florida earlier this year, and the Quakers hope to use the information they gathered from their chances in tonight's 7 p.m. rematch at Franklin Field.

"Playing them in Florida gives us an idea of their weapons, most obviously their speed," senior defender Wendy Higgins said. "We know what we need to concentrate on: our fast break.

The Quakers return six seniors, all starters, to a squad that featured the national championship. Each player has a role to play. "I think they [each senior] are motivated to play. I think our young players are motivated to play. I think we have an amazing team, with both good and not so good senior players," Lewis said.

The Quakers have two midweek games — they host Temple on Tuesday at 7 p.m. and William and Mary on Friday at 3 p.m. — before Ivy League play begins April 27-29.

"It will be definitely different than a usual midweek game," senior goalkeeper Thomas Baker said. "It's certainly a little bit different than a usual midweek game."

"I think they [each senior] are motivated to play. I think our young players are motivated to play. I think we have an amazing team, with both good and not so good senior players," Lewis said.

The Quakers have two midweek games — they host Temple on Tuesday at 7 p.m. and William and Mary on Friday at 3 p.m. — before Ivy League play begins April 27-29.

"It will be definitely different than a usual midweek game," senior goalkeeper Thomas Baker said. "It's certainly a little bit different than a usual midweek game."

"I think they [each senior] are motivated to play. I think our young players are motiva..."